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Affordable holidays in Norway 

Thanks to the weaker Norwegian currency, there has never been a more
affordable time to explore Norway. This spectacular Scandinavian country
offers jaw-dropping scenic views and a huge range of attractions and
activities to suit every interest and age – so why not plan your next holiday in
Norway? Norwegian suggests some ideas for a fantastic holiday in Norway.

Norway is globally renowned for being one of the most beautiful countries in
the world and this summer holiday makers will get more bang for their buck
thanks to the weaker Norwegian Krone. There is a wide range of activities to
keep the most demanding holiday maker occupied and the spectacular



mountains, fjords, and small villages are waiting to be explored.

”A holiday in Norway can easily be combined with a few days in the capital
Oslo followed by visiting some of our famous destinations like Lofoten,
Tromsø and Trondheim. Norwegian offers direct flights to Oslo from London
Gatwick, as well as other popular European cities, and has a large domestic
route network in Norway,” says Magnus Maursund, Chief Commercial Officer
at Norwegian.    

Where’s hot in Norway right now?

Lofoten
Lofoten is a group of islands in northern Norway known for its mountains,
beautiful beaches, the northern lights and the midnight sun. It is a popular
destination for hiking, surfing and fishing.

Fly to Harstad/Narvik airport.   

Tromsø
Discover the magical summer nights in Tromsø between the end of May and
August with 24 hours of daylight! Popular activities in Tromsø include fjord
cruises, sunlight safari, northern light safari and whale safari.

Fly to Tromsø airport.  

Trondheim
This charming city was the capital of Norway until 1217. You will find great
restaurants in this city with Condé Nast Traveller rating Trondheim as one of
the top food destinations to visit in 2022. The Nidelva river stretches 30
kilometres through the entire city. The Nidarosdomen cathedral is well worth
a visit and if you are looking for more physically active pursuits, you can rent
a kayak or a mountain bike.

Fly to Trondheim airport.  

Bergen
Bergen is a beautiful city with a small-town atmosphere located on the west
coast of Norway. Discover the old wooden buildings, enjoy delicious seafood,
explore the fjords or the nearby mountains. Hop on the Fløibanen cable car
to bring you to the top of Fløyfjellet, 400 metres above the city with
magnificent views of Bergen.



Fly to Bergen airport.   

Oslo
Norway’s beautiful capital is located on the Oslo fjord. The city offers
spectacular buildings with impressive old and new architecture as well as a
huge number of museums, great shopping and many restaurants. Add these
destinations to your bucket list: Frogner Park, the Opera House, the Munch
Museum and Holmenkollen ski area 500 metres above the city. Aker Brygge
and Tjuvholmen are trendy waterside areas for shopping, dining and bar
hopping.   

Fly to Oslo Gardermoen airport.   

Norwegian flies to 14 domestic destinations (airports) in Norway: 
Norwegian operates 14 domestic routes to Alta, Ålesund, Andenes, Bergen,
Bodø, Harstad/Narvik, Haugesund, Kirkenes, Kristiansand, Longyearbyen-
Svalbard, Molde, Stavanger, Tromsø, and Trondheim.

For tickets, please visit www.norwegian.com

About Norwegian

Norwegian is the largest Norwegian airline and one of Europe’s leading low-
cost carriers. The company has around 4,500 employees and offers a
comprehensive route network between Nordic countries and destinations in
Europe. Since 2002, more than 300 million passengers have flown with
Norwegian. The most important task has been to offer affordable plane
tickets to all and to offer more freedom of choice along the journey.

Norwegian is a driving force for sustainable solutions and the transformation
of the aviation industry. The company’s goal is to reduce its CO2 emissions by
45 percent within 2030. To this means, the company is renewing its fleet,
promoting sustainable aviation fuel, reducing its waste, and using wind and
weather data to calculate the most efficient fuel-saving flights routes.
Norwegian wants to become the sustainable choice for its passengers.

http://www.norwegian.com/
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